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 This film is remake of a Marathi film "Oopiri Pyaar Da". Overview Sachin did a Marathi film called "Oopiri Pyaar Da" with
similar kind of theme but it was a failure. So, Sachin decided to make an India-Mohanlal collaboration and Marathi film with
similar script. The same team of director, writer and composer, had worked in the previous Marathi film "Oopiri Pyaar Da"

with Akshay Kumar. Plot Santosh Kumar (Akshay Kumar) is a rich and spoilt guy who treats his wife very badly. His mother-in-
law (Madhubala) and his brother-in-law (Subodh Bhave) tries their best to tame him and make him a good husband. One day,
Santosh Kumar kidnaps a girl named Meera (Nirmiti Sawant) who sells fish in a nearby fishing village. Santosh stays with the
girl in a private room and the police and the local magistrate come to arrest her. Santosh claims that he is a millionaire and he

kidnaps a girl to make his wife and mother-in-law happy. He thinks that the girl will marry him and as soon as she marries him,
he will release her. However, the girl is unaware that Santosh is actually a cheater. In a moment of anger and jealousy she tries
to commit suicide by jumping in front of a moving train. To save the girl, Santosh jumps in front of the train and dies. Meera

asks Santosh's mother-in-law and brother-in-law to see if he is alive or dead. While mother-in-law says yes, brother-in-law says
he is dead. The police come to arrest the girl, and she confesses to everything. However, the magistrate says that according to
her confession, Meera is innocent. He then says that if she leaves her brother's home, he will arrest her. Meera runs away and
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runs into her brother's home. There, she tells her brother and mother-in-law that she is being tortured. They look into it and find
Santosh dead. They tell the police that Santosh is alive and is a fraudster who kills people and steals their money. The girl

decides to become a widow and marry Santosh's wife. Cast Akshay Kumar... Sant 82157476af
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